
and researchers divide themselves into several groups. The 64 pages of bibliography highlight the
author’s vast efforts to collate all the possible data and to fit these into a coherent, detailed image.

The book’s structure helps even those readers unfamiliar with Tuscany. Furthermore,
Gabriele Castiglia offers background context on the nature of towns in the imperial period and
how the countryside was shaped under Rome. Coverage is then made according to chronological
perspectives, duly taking into account all the available sources. As a reviewer, I fully appreciated
all this endeavour, which goes well beyond simply summarising the available literature and which
tackles the evidence without bias, since Castiglia allows readers to distinguish between the data
and possible interpretation(s).

All the hot topics of this period are presented, such as classical urban change, the rise of
church building, changing environments and materials, plus the fall of villas and the slow growth
of villages; we also gain insights into the impact of Longobard and, later, Frankish conquests on
town and country. While focussed on northern Tuscany, Castiglia looks to connect the sequences
and evidence discussed with contemporary European and Mediterranean contemporary settings.
Thus, towns like Pisa, Lucca and Florence and rural settlements such as San Genesio and San
Vincenzino become part of a broader narrative on transitions. The making of the Christian town-
scape is analysed, with much attention given to the nonlinear development of each case study.
There are, of course, general trends, but Florence and Lucca do not behave – or do not seem to
behave – always in the same way. Correctly, Castiglia points out that the different states of
research and available datasets greatly influence our perception of what actually happened.

The conclusions are not simply a brief summary, but a full 36-page essay that would
deserve translation into English to ensure a wider readership. Here, Castiglia provides a personal
reading and assessment of the events described. I agree that, in some cases, we still need more
research to gain clearer solutions. However, I would highlight his honesty when he confronts data
that could be interpreted in different ways, given that they are not sufficient to offer direct
answers; Castiglia never forces the data to any personal agenda. This is, in my opinion, the major
value of this book that should be read twice: the first time to gain an overview; the second time
when you need to hunt out and cite/quote specific data. The volume is itself a rich source that
will certainly generate much discussion.

CARLO CITTER (University of Siena)

Paesaggi di Roma medievale. (I libri di Viella 389). By Daniele Manacorda. 17! 24 cm. 462 pp, 86
colour and b&w pls and figs. Rome: Viella, 2021. ISBN 978-88-3313-792-6. Price: e50.00 pb.

This volume comprises a collection of both previously published and new papers by
Daniele Manacorda, which explores diverse aspects of Rome’s medieval cityscape; Manacorda’s
‘Views of Rome’ are provided in a vertical line, seeking to grapple with the different historical iden-
tities of a city in perpetual transition. We are first presented with a set of themes and topics to
address when investigating the Middle Ages and the Eternal City: among these are the infamous
mondezzari (garbage dumps), a phenomenon that intercepts everyday lives in Rome, and the
archaeology of material production (here covered in a careful review of a recent volume on the
topic). Next, Manacorda outlines the establishment of castra and burgi in the Early Middle Ages
that became a fundamental component of the emergent aristocratic families and marked by a
scattered distribution of buildings, such as towers, and political centres within the ancient/
Aurelianic walls. This first section of the book analyses very recent scholarship, providing a much
deeper historical context drawing on the author’s extensive knowledge.
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The second part deals with the establishment of churches and districts (contrade), these ana-
lysed as a decisive component of Rome’s medieval identity, while the long final section offers a
detailed appraisal of the area of the Crypta Balbi, the major and vital archaeological site that was
extensively investigated by Manacorda and his team in the 1980s and which really opened our
eyes to Rome’s long archaeological history; however, as stated at the start of this chapter, the
bibliography for this has not been updated and no recent related excavations are presented.

Overall, this represents a very interesting exploration of various aspects of the organisation
of medieval Rome. It provides thoughtful approaches to understanding how the cityscape
changed dramatically at the end of the classical period and how it was shaped into the
Renaissance Rome of the Popes. Drawing on a wide assemblage of data following decades of
urban archaeological projects, Manacorda has selected some of the most significant and recent
case studies to inform readers of the diverse historical and archaeological problems one encoun-
ters when dealing with this medieval city. The volume thus offers a handy companion and refer-
ence point for any scholars seeking to approach the vast array of archaeological research within
Rome, and provides a starting-point for future investigations of its medieval urbanism.

ALESSANDRO SEBASTIANI (University at Buffalo – SUNY)

Archeologia in un’abbazia millenaria. San Caprasio di Aulla. (Quaderni dell’Istituto di Storia della Cultura
Materiale, 5). Edited by Riccardo Boggi & Enrico Giannichedda. 17! 24 cm. 291 pp, 229 colour
and b&w pls and figs, 9 tables. Florence: All’Insegna del Giglio, 2021. ISBN 978-88-9285-084-2;
epub: 978-88-9285-085-9 (ISSN 2039-0688). Price: e40.00 pb.

Located in the centre of the Lunigiana region in SE Liguria (NW Italy), the abbey of San
Caprasio at Aulla was a notable pilgrim stop on the via Francigena, likely visited by Sigeric,
Archbishop of Canterbury, and his delegation in the late 10th century. Importantly, late copies of
the abbey’s foundation charter of May 884 exist, recording Adalbert I, marquis of Tuscany, who
also donated properties, farmland, and woodland. The charter notes the church’s dedication to
the Virgin and to ‘other saints whose relics rest here’. While saint Caprasius, a 5th-century holy
man at the famous monastic school on the island of Lerins, is only directly named in the dedica-
tion from 1077, his relics were seemingly brought here from Lerins (often threatened by Saracen
raids) in the 880s. Excavation in 2001 in fact uncovered a stucco sarcophagus containing human
remains in an older casket, these C14-dated to 410–560, which might secure an identification
with Caprasius, who died in 443 (discussed in Chapter 5, pp 106–20).

This discovery was just one notable aspect of the two decades-long archaeological project
at Aulla, which began in 2000, with excavations alongside restoration work, undertaken without
disrupting the functionality of the abbey and church for locals and pilgrims alike. This very
informative and well-illustrated publication provides the extended story of the complex, including
elements of an undocumented past. Set in an area with Byzantine-period (c 545–645) activity,
centred on the old Roman city of Luna, excavations identified the apse of a first, single-naved
Longobard-period (late 7th-/8th-century) church, associated with which are fragments of reused
interlace panels and pilasters (see Chapter 3). Chapter 4 considers the traces of the Adalbert-era
church (not ex novo, clearly) which featured the interment of Caprasius’ relics at the altar. Chapter
5 details how this edifice was replaced in the later 10th century by a church (also built using river
cobblestone) of extended scale and decoration (including figurative carvings and stucco work),
and with a more prominent re-interment of the holy relics. Interesting is the intended, but seem-
ingly aborted, plan to create a crypt. To this period belongs the construction of the larger abbey
complex, exploiting the ‘pull’ of Saint Caprasius (pp 144–8); pilgrim traffic helped in fuller abbey
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